Paradise Lost

The story follows the last remaining tribe of angels, marooned in a post-apocalyptic Paradise as children and now grown into young adulthood. Within their fortress they have created a militant, martial society, always training for the next attack, always afraid. One angel, Exstasis, remains untouched by the brutal world in which she lives and dreams only of flying.

And all she ever thinks about
Is being any other place than this
'Cause she remembers having wings
But she's forgotten what it's like to feel
A paradise of bliss

[Chorus:]
And all I want to do is fly
Just fly

Fly(8x)

[Verse 2:]
And all she ever thinks about
Is memories of soaring through the sky
'Cause she remembers having wings
But she's forgotten what it feels like to fly

[Chorus:]
And all I want to do is fly
Just fly

Japanese annime (a style of Japanese film and TV) and manga (style of Japanese comic book) are used and even heighten the visceral effect.